RevolutioniseSPORT Competitions Module
Guide

Introduction
The following is a guide on how to setup, enter results and manage a pennant Competition in
revolutioniseSPORT. You will need to go to the RevoltioniseSPORT web site to do this.
https://revsport.illawarratabletennis.org.au/home/
You can reach this site from the main site under Competitions/Rev Site H
You will need Administration access to create Draws, Teams etc

How the System Works
In Admin section if you click ‘Account’ on the top right hand side of the screen you will see the
following display. This screen is important for setting the initial structure of the Club.

The revolutioniseSPORT platform has a number of different components.
These are:
- <Account <Admins
- <Account<Clubs
- Teams
- Members
- Competitions
- Settings
Many of the tasks to setup a competition are a task that only needs to be performed once per
season. There is a requirement to invest time in setting up the team’s competition occurs each
season
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ACCOUNTS SECTION
The first step is to go to the Accounts section (top right hand side of Screen) and do the following;
(Access to the administration section requires ‘Administration’ access)

1. Manage Features Ensure that the ‘VS Competitions section is ‘ticked’.

2. Admins In this area add those key persons as administrators who will be responsible for managing
the competition. The following access is required to administer Competitions:
Members – To add and edit member information
Teams – To create teams, add members to teams & send team communications
Competitions – To create competitions, manage competitions , enter results and manage
grades (Under ‘Competitions’ access may be given to members to add results)
2.1

Adding an Administrator
Firstly ensure the person to be added is included as a Member & has an email
address.
First of all there is a need to provide login details to the member and this is done
via the Member section. Then administration access may be provided:
Go to Account>Admins
Select the player to be given administrator access.
At the bottom of the screen there are tick boxes to give access to the different
functions, select the functions detailed above.
Once saved, an email is automatically generated to advise the person that they have
been given administrator access.

3. Venues
Each venue that is to be used for the Competition must be entered into this section and the
‘Competitions’ option ticked. Our Venue is “Beaton Park”

4. Sub Venues
Each of our 12 tables is assigned as “Sub Venue” to enable allocation of matches to specific
tables
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5. Clubs
IDDTTA has only one “Club” at the moment..
6. Grades
this is where you enter the ‘Grades’ that you will have in your competition. This area is not
affected by the end of year data base rollover and hence only needs to be done once.
Divisions may also be added or edited from the Vs Competitions menu.

The work involved in setting up the Clubs, Grades and Venues information is in the main a one off
and future work will be maintenance and entering of new information.

TEAMS
The next step is to add the Teams in each division of the competition. This is done from the ‘Teams’
menu in the administration section.

In this area a team may be added and there is a drop down option to select the Grade that the team
is to play in.

Teams also allows for the adding of members to the team via a player drop down list.
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A good feature of the system is that a member of a Club may be added to different teams of the
same Club. This allows players to fill-in in Teams other than their normal Team

TEAM MEMBERS
1. Membership database.
All players who play Competition must be entered into the Member data base. There are
several basic membership fields that are essential and they include player Name, Club and
Ratings Central number. To play ALL players must be Registered with TTNSW and they are
then added to the member table
IDDTA are using an additional field for the Ratings Central number called ‘R/C No’ this field is
included in the results export file to facilitate the exporting of results to Ratings Central
(Check when link to RevolutioniseSport in place)
2.
The members need to be in the data base in order that they may be added to the teams that
the player plays in (They must be registered for that year). When adding players to a team
there is a drop down list of players that may be clicked on to add to the team.
The end of year data base rollover results in the Members section not showing any
members. It is necessary early in the next year to re-register the member details of all
members competing in the next competition in order that they may be placed in the teams
for the next competition.

Vs COMPETITION
The module used to create, manage and run teams competitions such as the IDDTA Winter Pennant
Competition (Grades, Rounds & Matches).
The first step is to go <Vs Competition<Settings
- Add result entry administrator
You may add persons who will have access to enter match results.
- Display Settings
- Results entry settings
- Competition eligibility settings
(enter a number to the left of ‘Matches’)
- Officials types
(For example ‘Captain’)
- Result overrides
- Cancellation & override reasons
- Competition table
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Competitions Details
The next step is to actually setup the Competition via <Vs Competitions<add Competition
If a Competition is setup and later a fault is found with the draw it will be necessary to delete the
competition and start again. There is no limit to the number of times this may be done.
In the Competition Setup the name of the competition is entered and all the competition
parameters.
The first section is the ‘Competition Details’.
This is the area where you define the number of matches that is played in a match.
It is critical that this setting is correct otherwise when results are entered you may find that the
display does not relate to the matches you have.
Use the ‘Use defaults’ setting.

Competition Setup
The next screen allows for the Club to be selected that will host matches in the competition.
There is also the need to click on the day (Monday) that the competition will be played on.
This would normally be two.
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The time to be added is the match start date time – 19:30
Parameter settings also include:
- Result overrides
- Competition table point allocations
- Competition eligibility settings (Finals)
- Break weeks (Draw)
Once these selections are completed and saved the competition will be setup and will appear
something like the following.:

Adding a Draw
The next step is to add a draw.
1. Adding a Draw
The draw is created by the system
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2. Click on ‘Add Draw’
We generally use the ‘Round Robin’ option, but scope exists to import a draw from a
spreadsheet.

Parameters to import a draw if IDTTA choose to use this in the future are:

Note – If a team has a bye then in the template the opposing team is entered as BYE.
Should there be a bye for the entire round then for each match of the BYE round the
team 1 is entered as BYE and team 2 is entered as BYE.
It is also critical that in each round the home team is shown as Team 1 and the away
team as Team 2. This makes it easier to enter results as the order of players in
revolutioniseSPORT will be in the same order as that that appears on the manual
scoresheet – That is assuming that the captains complete the scoresheet correctly.
It is critical when preparing the draw.csv file that the team names and venue names included
are spelt exactly as they appear within revolutioniseSPORT.
When the draw .csv file is uploaded it is validated for errors before the system accepts the
draw.
The errors highlighted need to be corrected within the draw .csv file and then re-loaded. It
may take a number of attempts before the file is accepted.
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Entering match results online
View the draw and Select ‘enter’ to add scores

Results are entered into revolutioniseSPORT from the match scoresheet used.
It is possible to enter results online via a tablet, laptop, computer or smart device such as a mobile
phone. Firstly, access needs to be given to the team captain or Scorer to enter results and also to
have the ability to add players to a team.
Although it is possible to enter results via smart phone the screen is a little too small and it has been
found that in practice it is better to use a laptop or tablet.
The process of entering results is straight forward and takes on average 3 – 4 minutes per match.

Entering Results Process
Team Captains may be given ‘Team Official’ access within revolutioniseSPORT
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Team Officials
The ‘Team Official’ access provides the Team Captain or Scorer with the ability to enter match
results and also to add players to the team list when reserves are required and that reserve is not in
the team list.
With the IDTTA Competition, the home team captain will be responsible for entering the results of
their match whether they win or lose the match. The home team is the team titled ‘Team 1’ when
clicking on ‘Match Results’ to enter the results. The home team shown in revolutioniseSPORT is
‘Team 1’ is as per the Table Tennis SA Winter Pennant draw.
Once you have logged into revolutioniseSPORT you will notice that only your team will be displayed
and you may only enter competition results for your team. As part of the process of entering your
team’s results you do of course have access to enter the name of the opposing players.

Entering Match Results
1. To enter a Match Result click on <competitions> on the left hand side menu.
Then click on <manage results> in the Competitions overview screen.
This will take you to the Competition rounds screen

2. In the Competition rounds screen click on <manage results> for the competition round for
which you wish to enter results.
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3. In the next screen called ‘View draws’, you will see all of the matches to be played in your
division for that round. If your team has a bye that information will be displayed under the
symbol at the top of the listing of matches

In the view draws screen click on
(To the right hand side of your match (pencil symbol).
This will take you to the Enter Results screen.
4. In the Enter Results screen the following sections will be displayed:
1.
Game Details
2.
Game Officials
3.
Results Summary (This section is auto populated once you have entered the results)
4.
Result Entry (This is where you enter your match results)
5.
Fill-ins (This is where you may enter a club player who is not in your player list)
6.
Add a file (Won’t be used unless you wish to file a report on an incident)
Scroll down to the Result Entry Section and click in the top line of ‘match 1’
You will notice that the default is ‘‘Forfeit’. If it is a forfeit you can leave this as is. There is no need
to enter into ‘Player 2’ on the first line as this is only for doubles.
By clicking in ‘match 1’ this will display a drop down list of players in the home team (your team) –
Click the player who played the first match. Then tab down and select the opposing player in the
away team. The home team is always shown on the top line.

Then click back in the top line under S1 (game 1)and enter the score, then tab & enter the scores for
the remaining games, by continuing to tab you will be taken to S1 for the opposing player where you
continue to enter scores.
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Once all scores have been entered just visually check that you have not selected a player in error,
that is each player has played 3 matches and against 3 different players as per the actual match
scoresheet.
Once this procedure has been followed go to the bottom of the screen and click in ‘Save Results’.

Then scroll back up to the ‘Results Summary ‘ section.
Check that the match results scores shown in the ‘Results Summary’ section are as shown on the
actual match scoresheet.

Sometimes you will find there is a difference. This could be because you may have entered a game
result incorrectly but more than likely it is because the games have not been added up correctly on
the actual match scoresheet

Forfeits
You will notice in the ‘Results Summary’ section there is an option for ‘forced loss’ and ‘forced
forfeit’, please don’t use these options.
Should your team receive a forfeit, enter your player names for all matches and a score of 11, 11, 11
for each match and for the opposition leave the name as ‘forfeit’ and show the scores as 0, 0, 0.
Any match shown as a forfeit is not submitted to Ratings Central for ratings purposes.
When you go back to the main screen (‘Competitions Overview’) you will see there is an option to
click on ‘Team Competition Table’ and ‘Individual Competition Table’. This option is not applicable
for this screen albeit the option is there, you need to go to actual website to see where your team
and players stand following the entry of the match results.

Adding a Player to Your Team
When entering results the team drop down list of players only contains the names of the regular
team players and perhaps a reserve who were nominated at the commencement of the season.
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During the season there is more than likely going to be a need to play a fill-in player who was not
nominated at the beginning of the year and won’t be in the original team drop down list.
There are two methods of doing this. Either via the <Teams<Edit> function or by the
<Competitions<Manage Results<Enter Results<Fill-in> function.
Teams Method
Click on <Teams<Edit

Then in the ‘Edit Team’ screen scroll down to ‘Team Members’.
You will see the team members listed and on the left hand side you will see all players in your club
(Eligible Members). By clicking on the
plus symbol against a player from your club that player
will be added to your team and will appear in the drop down list when entering results.
This is the preferred method for adding players to your team.
Competitions Method
Click on <Competitions<Manage Results> then <Manage Results> for the round of the match in
which the fill-in is playing. Then click on
Scroll down to the ‘Fill-ins’ section.

which will take you to the ‘Enter Results’ screen.

Then click on the
button applicable to your team. This will bring up an input box where
you can type in a name. Then click on the appropriate name to add to the team. You may also enter
a reason for the fill-in.
Then scroll to the bottom of the screen and click on
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This will result in the player selected being added to the team list for the entering of the match
results.
Note – Players may be added to teams in different Grades to cover the need for fill-ins.
Never delete a player that you may see listed in your team unless it is a player that you have added
erroneously.

Review Mode
RevolutioniseSPORT has a ‘Review Mode’ which has been activated in respect to the verification of
match results.
This means that an official from one team can enter the main match results (i.e. the overall "vs"
score, and any loss/forfeit overrides), after which an official from the opposing team can verify or
dispute them. Once officials from both teams have reviewed the match results, they can no longer
edit them. Officials can still modify their own team's individual statistics and fill-ins at any time.

Ability to submit Match Results to Ratings Central
RevolutioniseSPORT at this time does not have the ability to export individual player results to the
Ratings Central website for the purposes of updating the players rating.
RevolutioniseSPORT has a report that provides all match results for all grades per round. At this
stage we manually upload the results to Ratings Central

Acknowledgement
This document has been customised to IDTTA requirements from the excellent original manual
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